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the World cup tasters championship 
awards the professional coffee cupper 
who demonstrates speed, skill, and 
accuracy in distinguishing the taste 
differences in specialty coffees.
coffees of the world have many 
distinct taste characteristics and in this 
competition format the objective is for 
the cupper to discriminate between the 
different coffees. 

three cups are placed in a triangle, with 
two cups being identical coffees and one 
cup being a different coffee. using skills 
of smell, taste, attention and experience, 
the cupper will identify the odd cup in the 
triangle as quickly as they can. 

A total of eight triangles are placed in each 
round. the top eight competitors with the 
most correct answers and the fastest time 
proceed to the next semi finals round. the 
top four competitors will compete again 
in the finals round to determine the next 
World cup tasters champion.

Join us at the Melbourne International 
coffee Expo (MIcE2014) from 15 – 18 May, 
or watch the event via livestream at 
www.worldcuptasters.org

the World cup tasters championship is 
produced by World coffee events.
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2014 World Cup Tasters  
Championship
this year’s event is held in conjunction with the Melbourne 
International coffee Expo (MIcE) from 15 – 18 May 2014.

WORLD CUP TASTERS COMPETITION SCHEDULE
Friday May 16 11.00am – 13.30pm Round one, day one

Saturday May 17 11.00am – 12.10pm Round one, day two

Saturday May 17 15.00pm – 16.00pm Semi-Finals

Sunday May 18 13.00pm – 14.30pm Final Round and awards 
ceremony
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Want to be a future cup Taster champion? Try a blind cupping triangulation 
during competition hours at the WCTC stage area.

Behind the roast 

When former World barista 
champion tim Wendelboe 
first gave Australian barista 
tim varney a taste of filter 
coffee at his oslo coffee 
shop, he wasn’t a fan to say 
the least. 

“As an Australian, I didn’t 
drink much filter coffee… 
I’d tasted it plenty of times 
before, but regrettably, didn’t 
appreciate it,” says tim. “so 
when I first got [to oslo] and 
tim [Wendelboe] served me 
a filter coffee, I responded, ‘I 
don’t really like it, is that bad?’ 
It’s crazy to think that for 
somebody who really wanted 
to work with coffee, the idea 
of filter was foreign to me.”

However, after seven years 
roasting coffee, tim says filter 
is now his preferred way of 
drinking coffee. 

“for me now, I think 
that’s how coffee should be 
drunk, completely as filter. I 
sometimes enjoy espresso, 
and every now and then I’ll 
have a cappuccino, but for 
me they are secondary to the 
clarity that you can get with 
filter coffee,” he says.

this year tim is 
responsible for the roasting 
of all the World cup tasting 
championship (Wctc)
coffees. “I’ve watched [the 
competition] evolve for the 
past 10 or so years, and I’ve 
developed close friendships 

because of the travel this 
competition allows,” says tim. 
“I wanted to sign up for the 
challenge of roasting all the 

coffees so I could develop my 
appreciation and knowledge 
for green coffee.”

for tim, the biggest 
challenge in this new role 
will be the limited space for 
mistakes. “the small sample 
sizes mean there is little 
room for error,” he says. 
“consistency and clarity 
are paramount, but I’ll be 
approaching the responsibility 
as I would any other roast.”

for the 33 competitors 
participating in this year’s 
Wctc, tim says taste 
preference and a heightened 
level of tasting proficiency 
are the key qualities needed 
to win the title. “this year 
competitors can expect 

beautiful examples of the 
diversity of coffee,” he says. 
“the Wctc is ever evolving, 
every improving, and it’s 

AS 33 cUp TASTINg cOMpETITORS TAkE TO ThE STAgE 
TO BATTLE-IT-OUT fOR ThE TOp pOSITION, ThE WORk 
Of 2014 cUp TASTINg chAMpIONShIp ROASTER TIM 
VARNEY WILL BE pUT TO ThE TEST.

“As an Australian, I didn’t drink much filter coffee… I’d 
tasted it plenty of times before, but regrettably, didn’t 
appreciate it.”
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exciting to watch.”
tim began his journey in 

the coffee industry 15 years 
ago. He started out at il 
fornaio in the suburb of st 
Kilda in Melbourne, where he 
learned how to “make coffee 
really quickly”, before moving 
to london and working as a 
quality auditor for Illy for three 
years. It was during his time 
in london that tim learned 
of tim Wendelboe opening 
a coffee shop in oslo and he 
flew straight over to meet him. 

that initial meet-and-greet 
turned into a job interview 
and tim was offered a bar 

Manager position. Gradually 
the Melbourne-born barista 
worked his way up the chain 
to Manager and Head roaster 
of tim Wendelboe. 

“I became interested in 
roasting because it felt like 
the natural progression for me 
within coffee, from barista to 
manager to roaster,” he says. 

but tim adds that his most 
memorable coffee experience 
is winning the nordic roasters 
cup three years in a row. 

“this was particularly 
great as it concreted the 
work tim Wendelboe was 
doing with the sourcing and 
direction of roasting in coffee. 
It highlighted our consistency 
and level of desire to produce 
the nordic countries’ best 
coffee and only encouraged 
us to improve even more,” he 
says. 

“competition is a great 
tool, as bizarre as it sometimes 
is, to drive you to improve 
and build your expertise and 
knowledge. the competition 
is judged by 220 other peers, 
so it’s extra nice to know that 
people you share the industry 
with appreciate what you do.”

now roasting for patricia 
coffee brewers in Melbourne, 
tim says the exciting part of 

his work is still largely due 
to the ever-evolving quality 
of coffee, learning how to 
improve green coffee and its 
close relationship to wine – his 
other passion. 

“It’s a young exciting 
industry to be in… we’re 
at a time where we can 
actually see improvements to 
coffee and that’s an exciting 
prospect. Whenever I visit 
Melbourne I’m always so 
interested in how the general 
public approach coffee, and 
how we’re dealing with it – I 
know that Melbourne roasters 
and baristas are eager for 
people to taste filter coffee,” 
tim says. “What’s more, 
people are starting to care 
about how their coffee is 
sourced, and are willing to pay 
a little bit more for their green 
or roasted coffee.”

At this year’s Wctc tim 
will be sitting on the sidelines, 
observing the world’s best 
cup tasters as they sample 
the coffee he has so delicately 
roasted. but he’ll also be 
showing his support for two 
cup tasting champions in 
particular. “[I’ll be cheering 
for] norway, my second home 
and Australia, new/old home,” 
he says.

tHe World coffee events orGAnIsAtIon InvItes quAlIty 
fArMers, cooperAtIves, trAders And roAsters to subMIt 

tHeIr coffee to be used In tHe 2014 World cup tAsters 
cHAMpIonsHIp. tHIs yeAr tWenty-seven of tHese fIne 
coffees Were Generously supplIed froM All over 

tHe World.

WORLDWIDE
COffEE
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Coffee estates

Brazil – Cerrado, Mogiana 
coffee: full bloom Arabica 
producer: daterra coffee
Supplier: daterra coffee
farm description: daterra’s plantation in the cerrado, Mogiana region 
of brazil is located at an average altitude of 1150 metres above sea level 
with a stable temperature of around 25°c. the dry season during harvest 
makes the cerrado, Mogiana region unique for the best Arabica coffees. 
plantations are divided into 215 mini farms and further subdivided to 
ensure the most accurate monitoring of rainfall, cultivation procedures 
and productivity. 
daterra means “from the earth” in portuguese, and it is from there – 
the earth – that daterrra cultivate with respect to the environment, 
technology and good people. their high quality green coffee beans are 
exported and consumed all over the globe. 
coffee description: full bloom Arabica presents great acidity, and a nice 
fruity flavour. It is very sweet with some dark berry and chocolate notes.
www.daterracoffee.com.br

Brazil – angelandia, Minas gerais
producer: donisete Geraldo leite, Marcos soares rezende and ricardo 
ribeiro tavares
Supplier: fazenda Matilde (cafebras cafes do brasil)
farm description: producers donisete Geraldo leite, Marcos soares 
rezende and ricardo ribeiro tavares say that Matilde farm inspires them 
to produce the best coffee. they believe this coffee is special, not only 
for its magnificent taste, but because it’s cultivated by loving hands. the 
plantation is protected and sheltered by a planted forest. Matilde farm 
also produces Mahogany coffee. this coffee brings out the best of Minas 
Gerais beans, combined with one of the finest woods in the world – 
African Mahogany.
coffee Description: citric acidity, full body, fruity, long and pleasant 
aftertaste.
www.cafebras.com/en/

Brazil – serra de Mantiqueira Mountains
coffee: Ipanema coffee Micro lot 005 Mundo novo natural
producer: fazenda rio verde
Supplier: HA bennett & sons
farm description: this coffee is naturally processed and harvested from 
fazenda rio verde in the serra Mantiqueria mountain ranges. the Mundo 
novo varietal is grown between 800 to 1350 metres above sea level. 
fazenda rio verde has been in existence for more than 100 years and is a 
true natural sanctuary where coffee occupies just over 40 per cent of the 
total area. the estate is owned by Ipanema coffees, who are a specialty 
coffee trader and producer in brazil, known for their high quality cup 
profiles. HA bennett & sons are exclusive distributors of Ipanema coffee to 
the Australian market.
coffee description: the coffee cups with sweet berry notes, cream and 
chocolate. It boasts a full, smooth, syrupy body with a soft and juicy berry 
acidity coming in mid palate and through to the finish. 
www.hab.com.au

Burundi – north Kirundo ProvinCe
coffee: burundi cafex Micro lot #1891
producer: cafex
Supplier: HA bennett & sons
farm description: the burundi cafex Micro lot #1891 is a naturally processed 
coffee grown between 1450 to 1600 metres above seal level in the north 
Kirundo province of burundi. It has been specially selected from farmers in the 
region for its distinctive fruit characteristic and superior quality. this micro lot is 
the first naturally processed specialty coffee to be exported from burundi, and 
HA bennett & sons are proud to be able to offer it to Australian roasters. for 
almost 100 years, bennetts has been the bridge between Australian businesses 
and coffee producers across the world. 
cafex’s washing station processes coffee from 487 farmers in the region. cafex 
also helps to improve the quality of life for the people in the Kirundo province 
through employment opportunities, access to medical care and education.
coffee description: this coffee cups with bright, sweet candy notes up front, 
moving to intense flavours of juicy raspberry, dark cherry and chocolate. It 
displays clean, tangy, berry fruit acidity and a lingering toffee and honey texture 
and flavour to finish. 
www.hab.com.au
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ColoMBia – anatolí, CundinaMarCa
coffee: blanca Anatolí
producer: colombia la palma & el tucan
Supplier: latorre & dutch coffee
farm description: this farm is situated 1619 metres above sea level and 
produces caturra, typica and catuaí varietals.
coffee description: this coffee cups a score of 92. It is produced Aeronic, 
without water. It is a bright coffee with a rounded body, and flavour notes of 
vanilla and peach.
www.latorredutchcoffee.com

ColoMBia – anatolí, CundinaMarCa
coffee: rosalbina, Anatolí
producer: colombia la palma & el tucan
Supplier: latorre & dutch coffee
farm description: the Anatolí farm is located in the town of cundinamarca, 
located 1620 metres above sea level. this region produces caturra, typica 
and catuaí varietals that are processed Aeronic, without water.
latorre & dutch coffee traders strive to raise the bar of café culture and 
push its farmers and themselves to the limit to produce the best possible 
products. latorre & dutch specialise in total traceable and quality certified 
single farm, micro lot and gourmet coffees. All its products are linked and 
negotiated directly with small farmers or communities and then bought 
through co-ops to ensure fair trade and social projects are completed in 
these remote areas around the world.
coffee description: the coffee cups a score of 91. Its taste characteristics 
are elegant and creamy, with notes of rose water and apricot.
www.latorredutchcoffee.com

ColoMBia – Buenavista, CundinaMarCa
coffee: Alfonso, buenavista
producer: colombia la palma & el tucan
Supplier: latorre & dutch coffee
farm description: the Alfonso coffee farm in buenavista produces caturra, 
typica and catuaí varietals, which are processed aerobic, with water. the 
farm is situated 1619 metres above sea level. 
coffee description: the coffee cups a score of 88. this coffee has a rounded 
body with flavour notes of plum acid and chocolate. 
www.latorredutchcoffee.com

ColoMBia – Buenavista, CundinaMarCa
coffee: Jairo, buenavista
producer: colombia la palma & el tucan
Supplier: latorre & dutch coffee
farm description: the farm is situated 1350 metres above sea level 
and produces caturra, typica and catuaí varietals.
coffee description: the coffee cups a score of 87.5 and is processed 
aerobic, with water. this coffee produces malt and hazelnut 
characteristics and is bright with a rounded body in the cup. 
www.latorredutchcoffee.com

ColoMBia – Buenavista, CundinaMarCa 
coffee: raúl, buenavista
producer: colombia la palma & el tucan
Supplier: latorre & dutch coffee
farm description: the farm is situated 1747 metres above sea level and 
produces caturra, typica and catuaí varietals.
coffee description: this coffee cups a score of 89 and is processed 
anaerobic, without air. It embodies strawberry notes, bright orange acid and 
cream. 
www.latorredutchcoffee.com

11
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ColoMBia – CundinaMarCa
coffee: cundinamarca 
producer: colombian coffee Growers federation (fnc)
Supplier: colombian coffee Growers federation (fnc)
coffee description: pronounced sweetness, mid-low acidity with medium 
body.
www.cafedecolombia.com

ColoMBia – Casanare
coffee: casanare
producer: colombian coffee Growers federation (fnc)
Supplier: colombian coffee Growers federation (fnc)
coffee description: Medium acidity with a high creamy body.
www.cafedecolombia.com

ColoMBia – nariño
coffee: narino
producer: colombian coffee Growers federation (fnc)
Supplier: colombian coffee Growers federation (fnc) 
coffee description: citric and aromatic taste, high acidity with medium 
body.
www.cafedecolombia.com
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ColoMBia – norte de santander
coffee: norte de santander
producer: colombian coffee Growers federation
Supplier: colombian coffee Growers federation (fnc)
fnc is a not-for-profit organisation that works towards the sustainability 
of more than 550,000 colombian coffee growing families. fnc upholds a 
strong diversity of high quality profiles with unique attributes, and offers 
fresh coffee all year round and a solid quality control system. 
coffee description: chocolate and honey notes, bright acidity with a 
creamy body.
www.cafedecolombia.com

ColoMBia – sierra nevada
coffee: sierra nevada 
producer: colombian coffee Growers federation (fnc)
Supplier: colombian coffee Growers federation (fnc)
coffee description: nutty flavours, medium acidity with a mid-high body.
www.cafedecolombia.com

Costa riCa – santa Marta de dota 
coffee: dota tarrazu coopedota r.l Honey Micro lot 
producer: coopedota r.l
Supplier HA bennett & sons
farm description: protected by the pacific basin range, the dota region 
near to the tarrazu valley plays host to a myriad of wildlife and flora and 
is renowned for producing some of the finest coffees in costa rica. the 
combination of altitude, climate and unique soil qualities makes for a 
superior cup profile. the coopedota cooperative operates as an important 
economic and cultural resource for the town’s tight-knit community. they 
employ agronomists to work with member producers in order to promote 
education and training, and offer a special micro lot program for farmers 
who consistently produce high quality coffees. these micro lots are 
processed separately with great care and full traceability.
coffee description: this is a honey-processed micro lot coffee, which is 
complex and cups with sweet strawberry jam and lemon flavours up front. It 
boasts a clean bright citrus acidity through a silky full body with a honey and 
baker’s cocoa length. 
www.hab.com.au 
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ethioPia – YirgaCheffe, gedeo
coffee: ethiopia Koshere Grade 3 natural
producer: Kochere Mill
Supplier: plantation direct
farm: Kochere farmer’s Group
coffee description: bright, sweet and fruity with a powerful nose of melon, 
lime and strawberry. this is followed up on the palate with a smooth berry 
acidity and creamy body.
tobysestate.com.au
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el salvador – aPaneCa-la PatePeC 
Mountain range
producer: finca los bellotos
Supplier: café pacas
farm description: the finca los bellotos farm is located at a very secluded 
spot in cerro verde, 1600 metres above sea level. this region is famous for 
its prominent volcano, which is part of the Apaneca-lamatepec Mountain 
range. this farm has fertile volcanic soils and low temperatures that provide 
the best conditions for growing specialty coffee. 
coffee supplier café pacas loves coffee like a family member. It cares and 
nurtures the product it sources to ensure it reaches its full potential. 
coffee description: this coffee is a bourbon varietal.
www.cafepacas.com

guateMala – fraijanes, 
MataquesCuintla, san MarCos and 
esquiPulas regions in southern 
guateMala
coffee: Guatemala sHb decaf
producer: swiss Water decaffeinated coffee company (sWdcc)
Supplier: HA bennett & sons
farm description: swiss Water is a global leader in environmentally 
responsible chemical-free decaffeination of specialty coffee and has 
been since 1989. HA bennett & sons are the exclusive distributors of 
swiss Water processed decaffeinated coffee to the Australian market 
and are proud to supply quality decaffeinated green beans that taste 
just as good as the caffeinated version.
coffee description: the single origin swiss Water processed 
decaffeinated coffee is grown at elevations of 1300 to 1650 metres 
above sea level and is harvested from the fraijanes, Mataquescuintla, 
san Marcos and esquipulas regions in southern Guatemala. It is 
naturally fermented and sun-dried on patios. After processing, the 
green beans are sent to the swiss Water facility in vancouver, canada 
for decaffeination. the swiss Water decaffeination process uses water 
to gently remove the caffeine from green beans, while maintaining the 
bean’s distinctive origin and flavour characteristics. the coffee cups 
with a subtle fruit note up front and sweet caramel notes. It boasts a 
creamy body through to a long caramel finish.
www.hab.com.au
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india – BaBa Budan Mountain range, 
ChiKMagalur, KarnataKa, south West india
coffee: pearl Mountain peaberry
producer: ratnagiri estate 
Supplier: cofi-com
farm description: ratnagiri estate produces Kents & sl varieties, 795, 5&9, 
Hemavathy. the farm is located 1150 to 1350 metres above sea level. It has a 
global reputation for producing some of India’s finest washed Arabica. the 
estate is more than 85 years old, handed down over three generations and 
located in the baba budan Mountain range where it is said the first coffee 
was planted by bababuda – a pilgrim from yemen. shivappaiya patre first 
purchased the estate in 1920 and named it the ratnagiri estate, inspired by 
the beautiful mountains. the name translates to pearl Mountain. the coffee 
is intercropped with black pepper and cardmom groves among many other 
native plants and trees providing shade for the coffee and conserving the 
natural environment. 
coffee description: this coffee is fully washed, with soft, smooth and 
delicate spices.
www.coficom.com

indonesia – lintong, suMatra 
coffee: Indonesia lake tawar 
producer: banyan farmer Group
Supplier: cofi-com
farm description: this farm is situated 1200 to 1400 metres above sea 
level. the farmers at lake tawar receive regular support and training from 
volkopi’s sustainability field team to help replanting, fertilising, composting 
and general good farming practices to increase yields and maintain high 
quality standards. 
coffee description: this estate produces local variations of typica, caturra, 
bourbon and catimor varietals. the Indonesia lake tawar coffee is sweet, 
with malty overtones, great length, body, and intense grapefruit acidity. the 
coffee itself is a beautiful hade blue, from wet hulling the parchment in the 
process unique to sumatra called gilling basa.
www.coficom.com

india – BaBaBudan giris 
coffee: India tiger Mountain A Grade  
producer: HA bennett & sons 
Supplier: HA bennett & sons 
farm description: the tiger Mountain A Grade is grown under shade trees 
in the bababudan Giris region in India and comprises of sl795, sl9 and 
cauvery varietals. It is a fully-washed coffee.

coffee description: the tiger Mountain A Grade is a bennetts exclusive, 
and specially selected for its varietal and altitude classification. the coffee 
promotes bennett’s longstanding partnership with fundraising initiative 21st 
century tiger. 
the coffee is sweet and clean. It cups with notes of toffee and nuts 
throughout. It boasts a clean acidity through a creamy body with a ling long 
toffee finish. It is a refined and delicate cup. 
for each bag of tiger Mountain sold, bennetts donates us$1 towards the 
conservation and research of Indian tigers in Kahna national park in the 
Mandla and balaghat regions of India.
www.hab.com.au

KenYa, Karatina, nYeri 
coffee: Kenya Gatina AA 
producer: Gatina Wet Mill 
Supplier: plantation direct 
farm: co-op smallholders  
coffee description: A top AA redolent of blackberry, lemon and currant, 
with a shiraz-like mouth feel. Acidity is gentle and smooth, with a huge body 
coming to the fore in this Kenyan giant.
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PanaMa – santa Clara 
coffee: batista Honey Gesha 
producer: toby smith  
Supplier: plantation direct  
farm description: positioned a few kilometres from the main farm finca 
santa teresa, the batista lot has a climate all of its own, making it ideal for 
producing Gesha. this is finca santa teresa’s first honey coffee, and it has 
come out swinging, winning fourth place in the best of panama. finca santa 
teresa sits at 1450 metres above sea level.  
toby’s estate is focused on delivering exceptional coffee by maintaining an 
intimate connection with the world’s leading coffee growing region. the 
company is dedicated to continuously perfecting the art of craft roasting 
and has a strong focus on education. 
coffee description: this honey-processed Gesha varietal is rich and sweet. 
on the sugar side there are notes of cinnamon, honey and caramel. on the 
complexity tip are aromas of moss, lavender and malt. uniting these two 
sides are overarching flavours of warm strawberry and kiwi fruit.

tobysestate.com.au

PaPua neW guinea – Mt hagen, Western 
highlands
coffee: Kimel peaberry producer: Kimel estate Supplier: cofi-com

farm description: Kimel estate produces varietals of Arusha, typica and 
bourbon. the farm is located between 1500 to 1600 metres above sea level. 
the soil is mostly rich, sandy loam. the temperature ranges from 6°c to 
29°c and the annual rainfall is approximately 260 to 270 millimetres. 

the Kimel plantation was first established in 1974 by Australian, bobby 
Gibbs. It is now fully owned by traditional landowners, the opais, being the 
main tribe in this area. the estate is located in the Western Highlands in the 
Wahgi valley, approximately 50 kilometres south of Mount Hagen, near a 
small town called banz. the Western Highlands area is the largest coffee 
producing province in papua new Guinea (pnG), with the Wahgi valley and 
the dei council, in particular, producing some of the finest coffees in pnG. 

coffee description:  this coffee is fully washed. It is intense, bright and full-
bodied. It has great balance and structure, juicy acids, with chocolate and 
nut undertones.  

www.coficom.com
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rWanda – KiraMBo village, Karongi 
distriCt, Western  ProvinCe  
coffee: rwanda Gitesi 
producer: Gitesi Mill farmers 
Supplier: cofi-com

farm description: Gitesi Mill is situated between 1700 to 1730 metres above 
sea level. Gitei Mill is owned by the rwanda trading company. the mill 
was established in 2006 in Western rwanda. About 1830 farmers produce  
cherries for the Gitesi Mill, which pays them annual bonuses based on 
performance.   
cofi-com offers a large, diverse range of specialty and boutique coffee 
direct from farms, estates and mills in more than 25 different countries. cofi-
com provides a personal consultancy and assistance in selecting the right 
beans and blends for businesses. roasters are invited to source an exciting, 
unrivalled range of coffee, offering every opportunity to exceed expectation. 
coffee description: this rwanda Gitesi is a fully washed bourbon varietal. 
It has pronounced aromatics, rich chocolaty under tones, with wine and 
stewed plum notes.

www.coficom.com

uganda – Mount elgon, eastern uganda
coffee: Mount elgon 
producer: ngoma Wet Mill  
Supplier: cofi-com

farm description: this farm produces bourbon sl varieties. ngoma Wet Mill 
is located between 1400 to 1900 metres above sea level. the Mount elgon 
Washed Arabica schemes started in 2007 and works with around 6000 
smallholder farmers. the scheme is 4c verified and utZ and rfA certified. 
farmers deliver their cherries to either one of six micro-washing stations. All 
stations are equipped with eco-pulping units and green houses to optimse 
coffee drying under wet conditions. farmers are grouped in producer 
organisations of 25 to 30 members to facilitate buying and extension 
services by the 27-person-strong washing stations and field teams. both 
teams are essential in the verification and certification processes. 
coffee description: Mount elgon is a full-washed coffee with chocolate and 
gentle fruits, hints of spice, and is a smooth, all rounded coffee.

www.coficom.com
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Origin Trip Sponsor

for the first time in World 
cup tasting championship 
(Wctc) history, the event 
winner will be given the 
experience of a lifetime – a 
trip to origin to embrace the 

world of coffee farmers and 
their prized crops.

the lucky barista will 
travel to panama to explore 
the toby’s estate coffee 
plantation, which sits within 

the multi-award-winning finca 
santa teresa (fst).

“[fst] provides us with a 
unique opportunity to offer 
an origin trip for the 2014 
Wtc winner so that they can 

experience the coffee lifecycle 
from seed through to cup,” 
says toby’s estate founder 
toby smith.

toby will personally 
provide the Wctc winner with 

a tour of the fst plantation in 
panama. the winner will have 
the opportunity to participate 
in cuppings using various 
coffees from the plantation, 
and also be guided through 
different varietals, processing 
methods and micro-lots, each 
of which produce a unique 
and individual coffee. 

“We are thrilled to be a 
part of the Wctc this year 
and are looking forward to 
sharing our specialty coffee 
knowledge and unique coffee 
plantation with others who are 
so passionate about coffee,” 
says toby. 

“We would like to raise 
awareness for fst and 
the toby’s estate coffee 
plantation in panama, and 
share our specialty coffee 
with the world’s coffee loving 
community.”

panama is renowned for 
producing some of the world’s 
best coffees including Gesha. 
As such, the various micro 
climates and processing 
methods used at fst see a 
variety of new and interesting 

TOBY’S ESTATE ARE ThE INAUgURAL WORLD cUp TASTINg chAMpIONShIp ORIgIN TRIp 
SpONSOR. cOMpANY fOUNDER TOBY SMITh pROVIDES AN INSIghT INTO WhAT ThE 2014 
WINNER cAN ExpEcT. 

“We would like to raise awareness for fST and the 
Toby’s Estate coffee plantation in panama and share 
our specialty coffee with the world’s coffee loving 
community.”

coffees being produced. 
fst produces Arabica 

coffee from the caturra and 
catuaí varietals, as well as 
the premium Gesha variety. 
Its coffee is one of the most 
awarded in panama and has 
been consistently successful 
in the best of panama 
competition and other 

coffee competitions globally. 
toby’s estate sources its 

coffee through a network 
of producers and exporters 
across more than 10 
origins worldwide. It works 
continuously with long-term 
partners at origin to improve 
coffee quality and ensure 
consistency. 

toby’s estate chooses its 
exporter partners carefully 
based on their commitment 
to producer welfare, farmer 
relationships and local 
support services such as 
training, micro finance and 
equipment supply. 

In some cases toby’s 
estate are able to negotiate 
pricing direct with the 
producers and maintain 
steady working relationships, 
giving them prized income 

security. It also secures 
coffee from its own farm 
in panama, where it has 
complete management 
control over coffee 
production, and provides 
housing, schooling, access 
to medical care and 
education opportunities to 
farm staff.

toby says the 2014 Wctc 
winner be able to see first 
hand the relationship toby’s 
estate has with its farmers 
and producers when they 
travel to panama. 

“We wish all of the 
competitors the best of 
luck in the competition 
and look forward to hosting 
the winner at our toby’s 
estate coffee plantation 
in panama!”
www.tobysestate.com
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AUSTRALIA  
BYOUNg-WOO kANg 
company: Market Lane coffee

I started working as a part-time barista 
then fell in love with coffee. I now spend 

much of my time at Market lane coffee roasting 
and tasting coffee. to me, cupping is a way of 
communication with coffee that is honest and direct. 
As a roaster, a big part of my job is to reveal what 
hides in green seeds, and cupping is the moment of the 
truth. I am excited and surprised at what I find at the 
cupping table – it’s like a never-ending exploration. 

AUSTRIA kLAUS TRIfIch 
I am a freelance illustrator and musician 
with no professional coffee background. 
John Arild stubberud from norway got 
me into coffee during my frequent visits 

of his café in salzburg, Austria. ...and he lent me his 
cupping spoon.

chINA WU LINgBO
company: cenci coffee

I’m a roaster and trainer in china. I love the 
process of finding great coffee. My team 
and I always try our best to make every 

cup of coffee taste great. cupping is what we do every 
day. Great coffee doesn’t just happen, there are a lot 
of processes involved, and cupping is the first step to 
delivering a quality product. 

cOLOMBIA
JOSE JOAQUIN ORDONEZ 
IMBAchI
company: federacion Nacional De 
cafeteros De colombia

I am an instructor of special coffee production in 
Huila, colombia. I am really interested to participate 
in the World cup tasting championship so I will have 
an experience to share with my students back in 
colombia.

BELgIUM JENS cRABBE
company: Mok coffee

I am the owner of Mok coffee

BRAZIL 
EDIMILSON BATISTA 
gENEROSO
company: ALIcERcE cOMERcIO E 
ExpORTAÇÃO DE cAfÉ LTDA

I started my coffee career when I was 17 years old. 
I learned to try coffees with my older brothers who 
have worked with coffee for a long time. together with 
my brothers we have established a company called 
Alicerce, where we buy coffee from producers and 
export it all over the globe. My work is connected with 
many growers in different states of brazil, including 
espirito santo, Matas de Minas and sul the minas. I 
am also a judge for cup of excellence in brazil. I love 
working with specialty coffees. 

Meet the national champions

cOSTA RIcA 
JUAN gABRIEL cESpEDES
company: Ecomtrading/cafinter

born and raised in Heredia, costa rica, 
I started working in the coffee industry 

in 2005 at Instituto del café de costa rica as an 
assistant cupper. little by little I learned about cupping. 
since then cupping has been my hobby, job, and true 
passion. Afer seven years working at cIcAfe (centro 
de Investigación del café), I wanted a change and got 
the oportunity to work at ecom costa rica/cafinter. 
this new position gave me the chance to compete in 
the costa rican cup tasters championship last year for 
the first time, where I won the title. thankfully, I’ve been 
lucky enough to win again this year. It’s a dream come 
true and the opportunity of a lifetime!

fRANcE
SEBASTIEN MAURER 
company: cAfE SATI

I currently work at café sati, located in 
strasbourg, france. I am a quality Manager 

and I’m part of an internal tasters panel, so I taste 
coffee every day as part of my job. I’m very happy to 
be travelling to Melbourne for the World cup tasters 
championship as the representative of france.

fINLAND pANU REINIkAINEN
I’m a part-time barista and a literature 
student from Helsinki, finland. I’ve been 
working with coffee for about two years 
now. before my career as a barista I 

worked as a cook for a few years. I have been interested 
in food, wine and coffee as long as I can remember, 
so the transition from food to coffee was very natural 
for me. I love cupping and trying to find and vocalise 
the flavours in the cup. this March was the first time 
I attended a cup tasting competition, and I’m very 
proud to represent finland in the World cup tasters 
championship!
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gERMANY 
JüRgEN pIEchAcZEk
company: 24grad kaffeerösterei

I am the founder and owner of 24grad 
Kaffeerösterei. I have a phd in Agriculture 

– socio economics. As part of my study I researched 
high quality coffee production in the case of small-scale 
farmers in southern colombia. I am also a member of 
the specialty coffee Association of europe (scAe) 
and of the Alliance for coffee excellence (Ace). I have 
travelled to different coffee production areas including 
central America, south America, eastern Africa and 
Asia. I have seven years of cupping experience. 

gUATEMALA LUIS ENRIQUE 
RODRígUEZ MAZARIEgOS
company: San Martín Bakery

I have nine years experience in the world 
of coffee. I first starting working as a 

barista in 2004 and in 2011 I became more involved 
in coffee as an instructor for the Guatemala national 
coffee Association. through this role I held different 
courses including brewing, barista skills, and roasting 
classes. With this job I developed more cupping 
experience because a roaster needs to understand 
good flavour profiles. now I work at san Martin bakery 
as a roaster. It is a big responsibility because each 
batch has high quality standards. I have to cup each 
batch to know the characteristics of the coffee that 
I have roasted. this process helps me to adjust and 
improve each roast profile. 

gREEcE
pApAIOANNOU DIMITRIS
I appreciate the art of taste, this is what 
prompted me to start this journey into 
the wonderful world coffee! I can identify 

flavours such as spices, herbs and fruits in coffee, 
but there are infinite possibilities of flavours, and the 
constant renewal of flavours through different blends 
and combinations. 

hONDURAS RUBER RIVERA
company: IhcAfE

I was born on a coffee farm. throughout 
my childhood I worked in coffee 
harvesting. In 2002 I began working with 

a coffee cooperative, and in 2005 I enrolled in the first 
cupping school in Honduras, organised by Instituto 
Hondureño del café (IHcAfe) and AecId. I have been 
a national cup of excellence Judge since 2006, and 
have been selected for International Jury three times. 
I have worked as a sensory Judge for our national 
barista competition. I have also worked in the profile 
characterisation for Honduran Western coffees and 
been in charge of cupping of all the lots exported under 
this geographic region.

hONg kONg 
YIk hANg TANg

hUNgARY pÉTER cSERkó
company: Espresso Embassy

It is a great opportunity for me to 
represent Hungary in the World cup 
tasting championship. After finishing my 

hospitality and catering studies I worked in two fine-
dining restaurants. since 2008 I have been working 
as a sommelier. It is my daily task to taste and select 
wines, tasting more than a thousand wines each year. I 
started working with coffee in the last few years. Apart 
from my main job as a sommelier, I started working 
with espresso embassy in 2013 as a part-time barista. 
this greatly helped me to prepare for the competition. 
I have also received additional training from 2013 World 
cup tasting champion Horvath lajos. I am proud of the 
whole team that has helped and supported me.
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INDONESIA 
VITO ADI TJANDRASURJA 
company: SENSA kOffIE

I’m 25 years old and have been working 
in the coffee industry for about four 

years now. the passion and love I have for coffee 
grows each day. Indonesia has enormous varieties 
of coffee and each of them has the potential to be 
a specialty coffee. It’s my dream and passion to 
explore more about Indonesian specialty coffee 
and bring these coffees into the broader market, 
domestically or internationally. In 2010 I started 
my own coffee shop called sensa Koffie in Malang, 
east Java-Indonesia. I worked as a barista for two 
years until I decided to start roasting coffee. In 
2013 I moved to bali to open my second coffee 
shop with a roastery. I competed in the Indonesian 
barista championship in 2013 and placed first in the 
Indonesian cup tasters championship in 2014.

SpAIN 
MARcOS RAMOS cAScALLAR
company: Tu café

I live in a small town northwest of spain. 
I am a lover of specialty coffees. I was a 

wine sommelier for some years but I’m very interested 
in tasting coffee. I really like the complexity of 
specialty coffees. I never thought I could smell coffee 
like I do flowers, but I love this. I’m looking forward 
to Melbourne to measure my skills with the other 
contestants and hope to bring spain a good result from 
the competition.

LIThUANIA
ARNAS URBANAVIcIUS 
company: coffee Inn 

I’m a barista and beginner roaster from 
lithuania, and of course a deep coffee 
lover.

NORWAY
ERIk NIkLAS IVRIg kAISEN
company: kaffebrenneriet

I’m the manager of one of Kaffebrenneriets’ 
coffee shops in oslo, norway. In addition 

to being the manager, I also do a bit of roasting for our 
company. I’ve worked with coffee for three years now, and 
will probably stay in the business for many years to come.

ROMANIA:
DINEScU-cRAcIUN STEfAN

JApAN RISA SASAkI
company: Mamezo coffee

I’m a barista and 27 years old. I’m so 
happy to participate in the 2014 World 
cup tasting championship! this is the 

second time I’ve competed in the event. last time 
I finished in second place. My aim is to get correct 
answers for each round and come back to Japan with a 
satisfying smile. I would like to express my appreciation 
to the people who work for this competition and also 
to the people who support me. My cupping ability has 
improved a lot through this competition. I’m looking 
forward to talking with coffee lovers in Melbourne.

SWEDEN pATRIk NILSSON 
I’m 26 years old. I’m concluding my 
bachelor’s degree as a sommelier in 
culinary Arts and Meal science at Örebro 
university. the greatest passion in my 

life is wine, but ever since my introduction to specialty 
coffee I’ve been a one-of-a-kind coffee enthusiast. one 
of my favorite activities while doing an internship as a 
wine taster in new york city was the possibility to seek 
out and discover new coffee places and the individuals 
behind them.

TAIWAN 
pANg-YU LIU
Hi, my name is pang-yu liu and I’m a cup 
taster from taiwan. 

ThE NEThERLANDS 
YOERI JOOSTEN
company: Boot koffie

I started dishwashing at boot Koffie 
back in 2008. nowadays I am a quality 

manager, buyer and roaster at that same company.

NEW ZEALAND chARLIE SELf
company: Excelso coffee roasters

I’ve been in the hospitality industry for 
18 years. I started as a chef working for 
cambridge university. this taught me that 

speed and quality is paramount. My kiwi girlfriend taught 
me how to make coffee and together we worked for a 
busy espresso bar. In new Zealand I found my way into 
Atomic roasters where I learned the difference between 
culinary coffee and commodity coffee. After many years 
in Auckland we headed to the coast where we set up 
a couple of cafés, which kept us busy for seven years. 
then we had our son. We’ve since sold the cafés and 
we both work at a local roaster called excelso coffee 
roasters, run by Jeff and carrie evans.

UgANDA 
EMMANUEL TUMWESIgYE 
company:  Louis Dreyfus commodities 
Uganda

I live in one of the top coffee exporting 
countries in the world. this has granted me an 
opportunity to hone my coffee quality analysis skills 
and earn certificates in q and r grading. As a result 
of such attributes, I’ve managed to become a coffee 
quality Manager with louis dreyfus commodities 
uganda. one year ago I participated in my first national 
cup tasters championship and finished in third place. 
this year I won first place, beating some of the best in 
the country. I look forward to enjoying my time at the 
World cup tasting championship in the wonderful city 
of Melbourne, and do my best to make uganda proud.

UkRAINE 
OLEkSANDR gALITSYN
company: Dom coffee

I have been working in the coffee industry 
for seven years. during this time I became 

the ukrainian latte Art champion and took part in 
the World latte Art championship in london 2010. 
I have also won the ukrainian barista championship 
and participated in the World barista championship 
in bogota 2011, where I finished in 23rd place. My 
cherished dream is to win the World cup tasters 
championship.

UNITED kINgDOM 
JASON gONZALEZ
company: colonna and Small’s

I have become one with the cupping 
spoon. I do not dip the spoon, the spoon 

dips. I do not slurp, the slurp becomes. I do not seek 
the difference, I am the difference. 

UNITED STATES
AMANDA JURIS
company: Starbucks

I’ve been in specialty coffee for seven 
years and am a licensed q grader. I’m a 

green coffee quality specialist at starbucks’ corporate 
headquarters in seattle, WA where I’m responsible 
for monitoring green coffee quality from arrival at our 
four domestic roasting plants through production. on 
average I cup 300 coffees per day, but some days there 
are as many as 700 coffees. outside of work I coach an 
alpine ski racing team and occupy my spare time skiing, 
hiking, waterskiing and cooking.

SLOVAkIA pAVOL kRAJNAk
company: Musetti Slovakia

I come from slovakia, presov city. I got 
involved in coffee while working behind 
the bar as a bartender. but, gradually 

I became interested in more than just bartending. 
coffee to me is a broad area of smell, taste and 
passion – that’s why I signed up this year for the 
cup tasting championship and I managed to win for 
slovakia. participating in this event will give me a lot of 
experience and I’ll get to meet new people.

kOREA DAE YONg kIM
I’m 30 years old. I’ve been studying 
coffee since I was 23 years old. I like to 
taste coffee from different coffee shops. 
I entered my first coffee competition in 

2012 and won my first prize in 2013. I enjoy learning 
about coffee, not just winning competitions. I expect to 
get a good result in this event by preparing hard.

RUSSIA VARVARA STUkALO
company: coffeemania

I enjoy reading books and drinking 
fabulous Kenya v60, while my crazy dogs 
bounce around like a ball. 

pERU JOhAN DANY MONTEZA
company: BIO AZUL pERU

I’m a young peruvian cup taster with lot of 
passion for good coffee. I’m lucky because 
I have the chance to taste lots of specialty 

coffee coming from different parts of my country – all of 
them farmed by small producers. based on my passion, I’m 
here to represent the lovely land of the Incas, and share 
with you my enthusiasm and love for specialty coffees. 
being a cup taster is more than a job, it’s pure passion and 
a way to promote the treasures of peruvian fields.
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Subscribe to Australia’s 
premier coffee magazine for 
just $40 and you’ll get a free 
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